NEW EXHIBITION AT THE RUBIN MUSEUM OF ART EXPLORES
KASHMIR’S SIGNIFICANT ARTISTIC INFLUENCE ON ITS NEIGHBORING
REGIONS
Opening May 22, “Collecting Paradise: Buddhist Art of Kashmir and its
Legacies” Presents Stunning Works of Art Dating from the 5th through 17th
Centuries
New York, NY (April 7, 2015) – The Rubin Museum of Art announces its newest
exhibition, “Collecting Paradise: Buddhist Art of Kashmir and its Legacies,” opening
on May 22 and on view through October 19, 2015. This visually arresting exhibition
explores the exceptional artistic tradition of Kashmir, a region extending between
present-day Pakistan, India, and China. In the past it was a vibrant center of cultural
exchange where Buddhism flourished and was considered a Buddhist paradise, a
revered land of learning, arts, and culture. Collecting Paradise traces the continuity
of the art of Kashmir in the neighboring Western Himalayas for over a millennium,
where artists created exceptional sculptures, paintings, and manuscripts.
Beginning in the 5th–6th centuries Kashmir and its art boasted international prestige
and had significant cultural impact in the region, especially in the Western Himalayas
and West Tibet. Although these neighboring regions had a radically different
environment and culture to Kashmir, beginning in the 10th century the newly
converted Buddhists of the mountainous kingdoms in the Western Himalayas and
West Tibet had often journeyed to Kashmir for study. There, they invited Buddhist
teachers and artists, and brought back treasured sacred objects of art in the form of
illuminated manuscripts, portable paintings, and sculptures in ivory, metal, and
wood. Together with these masters, they worked to create a new Buddhist culture at
their monasteries and temples at home.
Over time, the Buddhist art of Kashmir became deeply imbedded in the cultural
identity of Western Himalayan Buddhists who developed distinct artistic expressions
of their own.
Collecting Paradise celebrates Western Himalayan Buddhists as agents who played
an important role in “collecting” and preserving the art of Kashmir that they greatly
appreciated. In doing so, they also created their own Buddhist art and culture which
first maintained and then, centuries later, recalled some of the Kashmiri aesthetics.
The exhibition features 47 works of art and begins with the exquisitely carved ivory
and metal sculptures from Kashmir that were brought to the Western Himalayas in
the 7th–12th centuries and highlights the notion of Buddhist art in motion. The
exhibition continues with the presentation of sculptures and paintings created by
Kashmiri and local artists in the Western Himalayas in the 11th–14th centuries. It
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concludes with examples from the 15th–17th centuries when Kashmiri aesthetics were
revitalized in an economic and religious revival in West Tibet.
Examples of artwork on view in this exhibition are the two remarkable objects shown
below. Created in different media, they demonstrate the continuity of Kashmiri artistic
conventions of depicting the seated form of a deity over time and in Kashmir and
Western Tibet. Even though the painting is two-dimensional, the volume is indicated
by shading. The shape of the face, eyes, and the general proportions of the body are
also very similar.

Seated Lokeshvara
Kashmir; Karkota Dynasty (c. 625–855), 8th–9th century
Brass with silver and copper inlays and pigment
Saint Louis Art Museum, Gift of J. Lionberger Davis, 256:1955

Folio from the Perfection of Wisdom Manuscript Depicting Buddha
Ratnasambhava
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Tholing Monastery, Western Tibet; 11th century
Ink, opaque watercolor, and gold on paper
Los Angeles County Museum of Art, From the Nasli and Alice Heeramaneck
Collection, purchased with funds provided by the Jane and Justin Dart Foundation,
M.81.90.16
In addition to an eponymous catalogue accompanying the exhibition, an in-gallery
audio guide will also be available for visitors. The guide features a dialogue between
the exhibition’s curators, exploring the theme of “patronage.” With this guided
exploration of several key objects, visitors will further appreciate the important role
Western Himalayan Buddhists played as patrons of the art in the creation of
Buddhist culture in West Tibet and Western Himalayas. Indeed, without patronage,
most of the objects on view would not exist.
In the explore art area of the gallery, visitors will also encounter digital touch screens,
allowing them to explore objects of the similar type but created in Kashmir or
Western Himalayas and which are on view in the exhibition but are separated by
space and time. This interactive feature allows for a side-by-side comparison of
artworks on view, and underscores the continuity of aesthetic conventions found in
the art of Kashmir and in the objects created in the Western Himalayas.
The exhibition was organized by The Mary and Leigh Block Museum of Art,
Northwestern University and the Rubin Museum of Art, New York. Additional funding
and support provided in part by the Ellen Bayard Weedon Foundation and by
contributors to the 2015 Exhibitions Fund.

About Elena Pakhoutova

Dr. Pakhoutova is Curator, Himalayan Art at the Rubin Museum of Art with a PhD in
Asian Art History from University of Virginia. Her background in Tibetan Buddhist
studies contributed to her interdisciplinary approach to art history. Her research
explores dialogue in visual traditions of Inner Asia, text and image, art and ritual, art
and Buddhist pilgrimage, art production and patronage, and narrative in Tibetan
visual culture. Her other interests are cross-cultural exchanges, material culture, and
contemporary Tibetan art. At the Rubin Museum she has developed and curated
Once Upon Many Times: Legends and Myths in Himalayan Art; Count Your Blessings:
the Art of Prayer Beads in Asia, and developed and co-curated Gateway to Himalayan
Art; the Tibetan Buddhist Shrine Room from the Alice Kandell Collection; and
Illuminated: The Art of Sacred Books. Along with other museum curators she
participated in the traveling cross-cultural exhibition Pilgrimage and Faith. Last year
she curated the new installment of the Tibetan Buddhist Shrine Room and was the in
house curator for Bodies in Balance: The Art of Tibetan Medicine. Most recently she
co-curated The All Knowing Buddha: A Secret Guide exhibition.

About Rob Linrothe

Robert Linrothe is an associate professor in Weinberg College’s department of art
history at Northwestern University. He received a Ph.D. in art history from the
University of Chicago. In 2008–09, he was a Scholar-in-Residence at the Getty
Research Institute in Los Angeles. He has concentrated on the pre-modern mural
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painting of Ladakh and Zangskar (Indian Himalayas) and the contemporary revival of
monastic painting in Amdo (China, northeastern cultural Tibet). From 2002–04,
Linrothe served as the inaugural curator of Himalayan art at the Rubin Museum of
Art. He is the author of many publications, including “Paradise & Plumage: Chinese
Connections in Tibetan Arhat Painting”; “Demonic Divine: Himalayan Art and
Beyond” (2002) with Jeff Watt; “Holy Madness: Portraits of Tantric Siddhas” (2006);
and the article “Mirror Image: Deity and Donor as Vajrasattva” in “History of
Religions” 54 no. 1 (2014): 5–33, among others. For more, visit
www.arthistory.northwestern.edu/faculty/robert-linrothe.html.

About the Rubin Museum of Art

The Rubin Museum of Art is an arts oasis and cultural hub in New York City’s vibrant
Chelsea neighborhood that inspires visitors to make powerful connections between
contemporary life and the art and ideas of the Himalayas, India, and neighboring
regions. With a diverse array of thought-provoking exhibitions and programs—
including films, concerts, and on-stage conversations—the Rubin provides
immersive experiences that encourage personal discoveries and spark new ways of
seeing the world. Emphasizing cross-cultural connections, the Rubin is a space to
contemplate the big questions that extend across history and span human cultures.
The Rubin Museum’s preeminent collection includes over 3,200 objects spanning
more than 1,500 years to the present day. Included are works of art of great quality
and depth from the Tibetan plateau, with examples from surrounding regions
including Nepal, Bhutan, India, Pakistan, Afghanistan, China and Mongolia.

For further information, please contact:
Robin Carol
Public Relations & Marketing Manager
Rubin Museum of Art
212.620.5000 x213
rcarol@rubinmuseum.org
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